Religious Studies Progression Pathways KS3
Pupil

Skills:

Knowledge:

Communication:

Progression



I can identify some key features of a religion or a religious story.



I can give my own opinion of religious beliefs and practices.

 I often use bullet points rather than full sentences to answer questions.



I can identify similarities between different beliefs.



I can listen to other views

 I am able to show a limited understanding of subject-specific vocabulary.

I can identify how beliefs may influence the way people
behave.

 I make many SPAG errors which makes it difficult to communicate what I have learnt.

I can describe my own opinion of religious beliefs and
practices.

 I use simple sentences to answer questions.





I can describe some key beliefs.





I can describe some key practices.





I can describe similarities and /or differences between different beliefs.


















I can describe key beliefs and say why they are significant for
religious believers.
I can describe key practices and say why they are significant
for religious believers.







I can explain key beliefs and their significance for religious
believers.
I can explain key practices and their significance for religious
believers.









I can describe my own opinion of religious beliefs and
practices and suggest reasons for this opinion.
I can describe other views
I can describe how religious beliefs may influence the way people
behave.

 I make many SPAG errors which sometimes makes it difficult to communicate what I’ve learnt.

 I am writing extended sentences and beginning to structure my work into paragraphs.
 I am beginning to use some subject-specific vocabulary in my writing .
 I can communicate what I’ve learnt with some SPAG errors.

I can explain my own opinion of religious beliefs and practices with
reasons .
I can explain the views of others.
I can describe how religious beliefs may influence the
way people behave and suggest reasons for this.

 I am writing well-structured responses using adjectives and connectives where appropriate.
 I regularly use subject-specific vocabulary appropriately.
 I can clearly communicate what I’ve learnt and most SPAG errors are

identified and corrected.

I can explain similarities and differences between different
beliefs and suggest reasons for these.

I can analyse key beliefs and their significance for religious
believers.
I can analyse key practices and their significance for religious
believers.





I can take part in debates on what I have learnt.

 I regularly use formal language and can use a range of writing techniques e.g newspaper/diary

I can explain that people's decisions are based on their
beliefs.

 I generally use the rules of SPAG accurately, however mistakes may still be made when using more ad-

I can offer my own justified views and the views of others.

 I am confidently using subject- specific terms to clarify my answer.

vanced vocabulary.

I can explain similarities and differences between different
religions and give reasons for some of these

I can explain the different teachings and beliefs of various
traditions and denominations, within a religion.



I can explain how religious beliefs can be expressed in a
variety of forms, within a religion.



I can take part in debates on what I have learnt, showing
consideration of the views of others.
I can explain which beliefs and values inspire and influence myself and others.

I can explain similarities and differences within a religion.

I can explain using a variety of sources and evidence what
different religious believers think.
I can explain the consequences of belonging to a faith.







I can identify how beliefs may influence the way people
behave.

 I understand some key vocabulary

I can describe similarities and differences between different
beliefs.





I can listen and identify other views

I can critically evaluate the impact of religions and beliefs on
differing communities and societies.
I can analyse differing interpretations of religious, spiritual
and moral sources.
I can interpret and evaluate varied forms of religious, spiritual and moral expression.
I can analyse and account for influence, diversity and different interpretation with appropriate evidence and examples.




I respond to religious perspectives upon issues of meaning and purpose and contemporary moral issues and then
relate these perspectives to my own life and the lives of
others.

I can express insights into my own and others 'Big Questions'.
I can describe and explain religious and non religious
views and beliefs about the meaning of life.
I can use structure to create justified arguments for and
against

 I regularly use formal language and can appropriately select and apply

a wide range of writing techniques

e.g essay/report

 I consistently use the rules of SPAG accurately, however minor mistakes are made
 I am consistently using a wide range of subject-specific vocabulary which makes my writing clear and
coherent

 I consistently use formal academic language and demonstrate a wide range of writing techniques
 I use the rules of SPAG with high levels of accuracy
 I am consistently using a wide range of subject-specific vocabulary to add depth and precision to my
answers

I can justify and synthesis a range of evidence and arguments providing a detailed evaluation of peoples belief.

 I consistently write in an engaging and articulate manner. Complex writing techniques are used. E.g

I offer an informed and well argued account of my own views in
light of different religious views and others' perspectives and feelings.

 I use a wide range of sophisticated language and apply the rules of SPAG with precision.

footnoting.

 I can demonstrate exceptional use of subject-specific vocabulary.

